ment. The Congress resolved to "accept" Dominion Status,
provided it would be granted before the end of the year 1929.
The manifesto of the nationalist leaders in response to the De
claration of the Viceroy exposed this sham "ultimatum". The
Viceroy did not concede to the demands of the National Con
gress. The joint conference was fixed for the middle of 1930
and there was no definite promise that even then Dominion
Status would be granted. Still the leaders of the National Con
gress, including Gandhi, who the year before had deceived his
naive petty bourgeois following with the sham "ultimatum",
capitulated. This act of the leaders created consternation in
the ranks of the National Congress, which repudiated the lead
ers, and threatened to rise in open revolt against them. But
the tactical move of imperialism was successful in placing the
buffer section of the nationalist movement in a very delicate
position. Leaders like Gandhi, and the elder Nehru, who had
for years kept the petty bourgeois nationalists away from the
revolutionary path, could no longer sit on the fence. They had
to fall one way or the other.
After making frantic efforts to secure some definite promise
from imperialism at the eleventh hour, which might possibly
enable them to keep the National Congress on the futile path
of reformism, they decided that surface radicalism was the most
C()nvenient way out of the impasse. Reluctantly, they swam the
rising tide of revolution hoping that, as long as they retained
the leadership of the movement, they could again switch it off in
the direction of reformism. And the situation in India provides
a basis for their hope, altho just at the moment it appears for
lorn. The development of the revolution will be greatly influ
enced, one way or the other, by the action of the prolet,ariat
by the tactics of the Communist Party.
Neither the attitude of the leaders nor the resolution of the
Congress, however, is the true standard for judging the poten
ti�lities of the situation. Judged simply by the resolution
adopted by the Congress, the perspectives would not appear to
be very encouraging. The main resolution sponsored by Gand
hi contafos four points: 1. Complete independence as definitely
the goal of the National Congress; 2. refusal to attend the com
ing conference with the British government in London; 3. boy
cott of the existing legislative bodies; and 4. organization of a
movement for the non-payment of taxes. On th� face of it,
the resolution is very radical; but as a matter of fact it is en
tirely different. The first point, which has caused so much
commotion thruout the world, is a simple expression of desire,
and will remain no more, as long as the nationalist movement
is without a program of action for realizing its goal. The sec
ond point is a mere negative aUitude and even then, it is quali
fied with the proviso "under present circumstances". The
third is the only categorically defined clause of the resolution
and it calls for an action which has proved to be such a fiasco
in the past. The last point, which has the most formidable ap
pearance, is admittedly not for immediate application. The
Executive Committee of the Congress is authorized to take ac
tion on this line "whenever and wherever necessary." Conse
quently, the adoption of this resolution does not, for practical
putposes, change the course of the nationalist movement. To
compensate for the apparent step forward the door is left wide
open for retreat.
There are other signs indicating the revolutionary potentiali
ty of the situation. The deceptive resolution of Gandhi was op
posed from both sides-the right as well as the left. A more
radical resolution for an immediate start of the no-tax cam
paign, the declaration of general strike and the establishment
of a parallel government was rejected in the Congress Commit
tee by a very small majority! Had it been placed before the
plenary session, it would surely have been carried with a huge
majority. In contrast to this, Gandhi's resolution was adopted
in the Committee by a very small majority and the plenary ses-
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sion passed it as a mere formality. But the opposition was so
powerful that Gandhi' had to stake his political life to carry the
Congress. He threatened to resign, should the Congress adopt
any resolution which would imply· a departure from the princi
ple of non-violence. On this very vital point he was defeated.
The huge demonstrations, which accompanied the meetings
of the Congress, rang with the cry: "Long Live the Revolution/"
This is unprecedented in the entire history of the National Con
gress, to which the very idea of revolution had always been for
eign and taboo. The most active elements in the nationalist move
ment are beginning to, grasp that they are involved in a strug
gle the object of which is more far-reaching than national inde
pendence--a struggle for a radical readjustment of the inner
life of the nation, in which the overthrow of the foreign domi
nation is just the beginning.
This deep leftward swing of the petty bourgeoisie has quick
ened the process of class-differentiation. The Liberal Ji'ederation
representing the. big bourgeoisie, passed a resolution condemn
ing the "revolutionary politics" of the Congress. Its president,
a mill owner of Bombay, stated in his speech that it would be
the duty of the government to suppress any attempt to put the.
resolution of the Congress into practice and that all having ·a
"stake in the country" should support the government in main
taining law and order. On the other hand, the right wing of
the National Congress, which opposed the resolution of Gand
hi, has broken away. So, there has come into existence a solid
bourgeois bloc with the declared object of joining hands with
British imperialism against the radical nationalism of t11e Con
gress under the banner of which stand the big petty bourgeois
masses.
Inside the Congress itself there are elements who strive to
burst the bonds of the deceptive resolution of Gandhi; they ap
pear to be strong numerically. The measures advocated by
them--establishment of a parallel government, General strike,
immediate non-payment of taxes-are under given conditions
somewhat romantic. To organize political mass strikes is, at
the present time, an effective means for developing the strug
gle, but a real mass political general strike only comes as the
prelude to an armed insurrection, for which political, organ
izational and technical preparations have still to be made.
Moreover, it is a petty bourgeois illusion tQ talk of a parallel
government before the armed insurrection. Nevertheless, the
masses who support such drastic measures show their readiness
for a revolutionary struggle. The necessity of the moment is to
provide them with a program of Natimal Democratic Revolu
tion and lead them by stages in the struggle for the realization
of that program.
M. N. ROY.
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REMEMBER!

THE DATE
THE PLACE

Saturday Night, February 1, 1930.
NEW HARLEM CASINO
100 W. 116St., near Lenox Ave.

THE EVENT

The RED BANQUET for the
WEEKLY REVOLUTIONARY
AGE.

THE PROGRAM

PROLETARIAN VAUDEVILLE
Negro Folk Songs
A Startling Concert Program
: ',:,eakers

THE PRICE

FIFTY CENTS - that's all!
GET YOUR TICKET EARLY!

"Prosperity"

•

Ill

By William Miller

E

VER since Henry Ford came to Detroit, the city has be
come a sort of show place for capitalism where innova
tions are the order of the day. Its praises have been sung in
every corner of the world. Its technical organization has been
held up as a model achievement, its methods copied and intro
duced into the various industries. Detroit has been boosted
"The Wonder City," "city of high wages, short hours of labor,
splendid conditions of work, and prosperous workingclass."
When the Stock Exchange crash came and Hoover issued his
famous call to the "captains of industry," in his attempt to
avert an impending industrial depression, was it not Henry
Ford, who at this conference took the stage all to himself, by
announcing a general wage incerase?
But let us see what are actually the conditions• in Detroit
and in the auto industry of which it is the center.
In the Michigan Manufacturers and Financial Record of
Dec. 14 we find the following significant quotation:
"Workingmen in all parts of the United Staates are being
advised by the Detroit Board of Commerce that there is no
labor shortage in Detroit. It is reported that some un
scrupulous employment agencies have been advertising in
country papers in remote sections asking workmen to come
to Detroit to secure work. Strenuous efforts are being made
by the board to counteract such an impression."
Harvey Campbell, vice-president and secretary of the Detroit
Board of Commerce, is quoted in the Detroit News of Dec. 17
as saying that "there should be no advertising methods of the
sort which bring to the city an influx of unemployed."
On Dec. 10, the Detroit Free Press stated that: "The city
council named from its members . . . a committee to cooperate
with Mayor John C. Lodge in municipal efforts to relieve un
employment."
The fact of the matter is that Detroit is today :facing the most
serious unemployment problem in years. It is far greater than
is usual at this time of the year.
The U. S. Employment Service Department of Labor, states
in its analysis of November:
"The continued curtailment of automobile employment was
felt in the iron and steel industry . . . Many workers usually
employed in the automobile factories, and in plants manuf ac
turing automobile accessories, remained idle.
''The automobile industry which in the three preceeding
years had shown declines of from 8.1 to 9% in employment
in November, reported a decrease of 17.3% in number of
workers and 22 % i� payroll totals."
Every day one can read letters like the following in the
papers sent in by workers:
"It is about time our honorable (?) 'm,(J,_yor got busy and
faced the trilth about unemployment instead. of proclaiming
that 'there is a little seasonal unemployment at present in
the local auto plants.'
"Thousands of men are without work,. many hung1rJI .and
cold, and others with nearl11 empty purses, and more places
are cutting help."
Mr. Campbell of the Detroit Board of Commerce reports
(Detroit News, Dec. 17): "Savings bank deposits are �5,000,000
lo·wer than in 1928." According to figures of the Board of
Commerce, the value of building permits for the last four weeks
ending Dec. 14, 1929 declined 36 percent from the previous
four weeks. According to the Michigan Manufacturer of Dec.
14:

Detroit

"Permits for new construction in November totalled
$3,613,024 in Detroit as compared with new constriwtion
valued at $6,982,937 for November 1928."
What is wrong with Detroit? What is wrong with the auto
industry? The Iron Trade Review, of Dec. 12 gives us the fol
lowing clue to the situation:
"The crux of the situation is seen in the drop of Novem
ber motor car output to an estimated figure of about 214,000
cars and trucks for the United States and Canada. This
was a decrease of 67 percent from the years' peak •.• Not
since Dec. 1927, has the production of cars and trucks de
clined to so low a point."
While it is true that millions of dollars have been recently
invested in new equipment in Chevrolet, Briggs, Murrays, Fords
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and other plants, and while the auto manufacturers claim that
the industry is in "wonderful shape," yet "the most optimistic
guesses concerning 1930 have not exceeded 4,500,000 cars"
(Iron Trade Review, Dec. 12) as compared with the output of
5,400,000 for 1929. The underlying fear of the forthcoming
developments is well expressed in the Iron Trade Review as
follows:
"This is not to say that the indu_stry is completely out of
the woods. There are no illusions concerning the competitive
situation, and unemployment as it ,affects both labor forces
and office staffs, continues widespread."
It is clear from these analyses that the auto industry at
present is in a period of more than seasonal depression and
cannot recover its stride for 1930.
But what about the Ford wage increase as a sign of pros
perity in the auto industry? This is on the contrary but one
of the many signs of the sharp competition in the corning year
an'd the growing crisis in the industry. Says the Iron Trade
Review of Dec. 12th, commenting on Ford's new model:
"Two important blasts already have been fired in the
publicity campaign-the reduction in price . . . The promise
from the White House of the $1. per day increase .in wages,
plus the further .announcement of the actual schedules, again
captured the headlines/'
What is the Party doing about this situation? As usual in
the present period and under the present leadership, it .can be
depended upon to follow a policy of exaggeration and sectarian
ism, which can only handicap the building up of a real mass
( Continued on Pa,ge 6)
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